Charmed Human Art Of Significance
*Memory notes from Professor Xerxes Anderson´s Artificial Universe
(Prof. Xandau 1807 – 1859)

Prologue - The Awakening...
- Blissful Confusion
Chapter I - Silhouettes...
M - Dream Another Dream part I
- Escape The Reflections
- The World Outside
- Dream Another Dream part II
Chapter II - Time Session...
M - The Traveller
M - Presence Of Time
M - Elsewhere?
M - Inside The Heart Of Silence
Chapter III - Into The Depth Of Black...
M - Battle Of The Mind
M - Visual Minds - The Eternal Flame
M - NMe - Myself & I
Chapter IV - Intuitive Dielemma...
M - Through The Eyes Of A Child
M - A Room With Thousand Doors
Chapter V - A Purpose Of Circumstance...
M - Silver Lining
- Vanishing Rage
- Unexpected Grace
- Raging Waters Beneath
The Spiritual Surfacepter)
Chapter VI – Abandoned Echoes...
M - Breathe (A Momentary Freedom)
- Mr. Make Believer
Epilogue - The Imaginary End...
- Artificial Solitaire Deja Vu
*Splitting Characters:

Professor Xandau – The Mind – Demons – Karma

Prologue - The Awakening...
Prof. Xandau
Prologue

This is the beginning of a new horizon
the first step into another dimension
The clock is set; the time is right
bless the discoverers’ great divine
Sit down and lean your body back
make yourself comfortable
close your eyes and embrace the black
Prepare for a journey through mazes in mind
a travel through changes of turbulent time
To fall apart with the civil art is a sacred curse
Welcome to my world, my grand design…
The Artificial Universe…

- Blissful Confusion Karma

Processing…protecting…
All systems failed…processing…
Total breakdown…

Demonic
Chat-Room /
State Of
Mind

Awake, asleep…
Undead, unreal…
Silence, echoes…
Hollow shell, living hell…
Sunlight, moonlight…
Insight, starbright…
Sweating bullets, heartbeats…
Screams, dreams…
Solutions, confusions…
Illusions, conclusion…
Denial, betrayal…
Cynical, miracle…
Headache, heartache…
Fake, break…
Anxiety, lunacy…
Humanity, possibility…
Research, rebirth…
Paranoia, insomnia…

Prof. Xandau

- “Hello Mister, do you “MIND” and step into my office please?”

Chapter I - Silhouettes… 00.01
Karma

- “Go...go...go...go...go...go...Goin’ sane…go insane…goin’ sane?”

- Dream Another Dream pt. I - 02.01
Mind-Sphere

Am I awake or asleep?
I can’t tell if it’s real
Is it midnight or day?
Am I going insane?
It’s too late to understand
I'm lost in neverland
My body turns to stone, I am not alone…

- “Voices inside my head…”
- “Visions take me away…”
I try to close my eyes
and start to visualize
It’s too late to turn around
lost to never be found
My world is upside down
my mind is inside out
I have lost control
and the presence of my soul
Silhouettes are calling...me
Silhouettes forever...free
Silhouettes are changing my entire world
In my mind confusion...streams
Sometimes I just wanna...scream
Maybe I will Dream Another Dream tonight
I’m not afraid of the dark
can see myself from afar
I fear the anger inside
and what’s behind my eyes
Something´s coming nearer
Nothing´s getting clearer
I fall into the zone, of my own...reality…
Silhouettes are calling...me
Silhouettes forever...free
Silhouettes are changing my entire world
In my mind confusion...streams
Sometimes I just wanna...scream
Maybe I will Dream Another Dream tonight
- Escape The Reflections - 04.46

- World Outside - 08.14
The Mind

Inside looking, out to nothing, keeping dreams and past alive
Keep on holding, on to nothing, beyond the shadow of the mind

Demons

- “Run for your life, from the World Outside”

The Mind
Demons
Demons
The Mind

One hollow, no tomorrow, chasing time of no escape
- “Don’t show no fear of yourself, to the crazy World Outside”
- “Don’t try to be someone else, and connect to World Outside”
All violence in silence the heart keeps, will never fall asleep

- Dream Another Dream pt II - 10.21
Prof. Xandau

Standing on the edge
to the world of emptiness
Outside looking in
at all the chaos and the sins

It’s hanging by a thread
and soon it will be dead
The purpose of it all
will make it down the fall
Demons

- “Questions will never be told…”
- “No Answers will be unfold…”

Prof. Xandau

Questions are untold
Answers will unfold
All the memories are true
from things we never knew
The mirror never lies
it’s hidden in your eyes
Until tomorrows dream
will be your redeem
Silhouettes are calling...you
Silhouettes are never...true
Silhouettes are hiding your entire world
In your mind redemption...streams
You will find your own...redeem
Inside tomorrow’s dream,
is another dream…called…real...life…

Chapter II - Time Sessions…
Karma

-“

7 – 6 – 5 – 4 – 3 – 2 – 1 – and you´re gone my friend, have a nice trip...”

- The Traveler Prof. Xandau
Monologue

Year after year I struggle through time
facing the fears inside other minds
Numb and I´m blinded by what I reach
No explanations, what’s into the deep…
In silence I travel, a journey inside
breaking the holy vows of our life
Shadows from the past dancing through me
it’s hollow, defenceless; this is real not a dream…

- Presence Of Time The Mind

New worlds are born it’s breathing inside the storm
The golden cross the search of forever loss
Beneath the sky an endless and soothing lie
Oceans of tears has floated away with all the fears
The meaning of truth left aside...

Prof. Xandau

We’re chasing the thunders
we’ve forgot the writings on the wall
Where are all the wonders?
what we preach will become our fall
Presence of Time

The Mind

New world is doomed; it shines in a hidden gloom
A rising hell count the strikes from the chiming bells
The meaning of hate comes alive...

Prof. Xandau

We seek forgiveness
for truth we read between the lies
We find only weakness
inside our rotten souls and minds
Presence of Time
our minds, has no
Presence of Time

Demons

- “I´m

The Mind

The world is gone, it’s burning inside the sun
In the name of time our Father is next in line
The Mothers womb is suddenly the Reaper’s tomb
Creators delight is fading out of sight
The meaning of death has arrived...

Prof. Xandau

We rule our own thunders
the end is where it all begins
The spell we’re all under
it’s the price we have to pay for our sins
Presence of Time
our sins, got no
Presence of Time
Presence of Time
Presence of Time

Demons

- “Welcome to

your breathing fire...burning desire...”
- “Join me inside your private hell...”

my private hell...”

- …elsewhere? The Mind

My world is gone everything’s shattered
or maybe I am going slightly mad
Am I alone, mind over matters?
as I look for what I never had

Demons
The Mind
Demons
The Mind

Feel my pain…
I´m empty and it´s driving me insane
Well, I don’t care…
Been away and I am back again right where I´m started...at nowhere?

The Mind

Can’t see the sun the heaven is blackened
a crimson rainbow rides across the sky
Am I the only one, who knows how it all ends?
as I take a deep breath and chase my time

Demons
The Mind
Demons
The Mind

Believe in me…
Beneath my shell the rage is breaking free
Son, I will care…
Standing at the crossroad and I´m heading for…elsewhere?

- Inside The Heart Of Silence Prof. Xandau

Floating dreams in an endless swirl
sculpturing our minds
Coloured stream from universe
Civil art of time…of time…

The Mind

I believe in mourningless tomorrow
without fears, only black tears
I can see remembrance of my sorrow
soul asleep, unable to keep my thoughts…

Prof. Xandau

Inside this Heart Of Silence
lies a sacred mystery and it's fighting to be free
Outside this world of violence
shines a place unknown, the beginning of a brand new dawn

The Mind

I am paralysed by truth whom lying and stares
eyes of red, sees through my head
I visualize my inner voice and nightmares
endless fall, into the void I call…

Prof. Xandau

Inside this Heart Of Silence
lies a sacred mystery and it's fighting to be free
Outside this world of violence
an honest fight for truth and it's bleeding and hurting you

Demons

Fight, Fight, Fight, Fight...

Demons

I breathe inside...(you hold my breath...you keep me alive...
I own your time...(to bring insanity...until death arrive...)
Nothing to save...(you bleed through my scars...and my wounded soul...)
Increase the pain...(disarmed and disabled...you´ve taken control...)

Prof. Xandau

Floating dreams in an endless swirl
sculpturing our minds
Shadows lives outside this world
building fear of life…of life...

Demons

Come brothers, Come sisters, Come gather all around

Prof. Xandau

Who’s lost and gone?
feels like this will go on forever
Who’s lost his soul?
seems like we will fall down together

Demons

Heart of Silence, rebuild my violence
Heart of Silence, rebuild my violence
Heart of Silence, rebuild my violence

The Mind

Shut up get back! Shut up get back!

Prof. Xandau

Now it’s time to battle or surrender
get back for good or lose more pride you could?
Intoxicate and you will soon remember
your inner pain into the depth of “what?” will reign…

The Mind

Inside this Heart Of Silence
I have found my destiny, I'm no longer in a dream
Outside this world of violence
I have only one belief and my world will conquer thee...

Chapter III - Into The Depth of Black…
Karma

- “Blood is thicker than life...”

- The Battle Of The Mind Demons

Now!…break you…
Down…hate you…
Down…seek you…
Down…Beseech me...

The Mind

Whatever happened to the golden bliss age
when the gods laughed and the world kept turning?
Can you explain why my head is in rage
or how I can breathe without the fire burning?

Demons

Tormented souls are the reason of lying
I cannot be reached without you leaving scars
Fragments of life are simply dreams in denial
of what you’ve been told is not to go that far…

Prof. Xandau

What are you afraid of
your existence in time?
Can this be a dream catch
leaving you behind?
I challenge you demons
you’re losing this game
I’m using my wisdom
The Eternal Flame

Prof. Xandau

Into the void, deep down the well of your soul
inside the dark you’ll find imagination
The prophecy lies, surreal truth has been told
blasphemy turned into black salvation

Demons

Prof. Xandau

What are you afraid of
your existence in time?
Can this be a dream catch
leaving you behind?
I challenge you demons
you’re losing this game
I’m using my wisdom
The Eternal Flame

The Mind

Help me father
for I have sinned
My raging waters
where the healing begins
Can’t stand this confusion
of what I might be
The dark illusions
my eyes can´t see

Demons

Now!…break you…
Down…hate you…
Down…seek you…
Down…Beseech me...
Battle of the Mind...Mind...Mind...Mind...

- Visual Minds - The Eternal Flame - NMe – Myself & I The Mind /
Demons

NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I

The Mind

I can’t tell about my secret
cannot live again
No one will ever reach it
will not share my pain

Prof. Xandau

On my own, on my knees
Sacred throne and I’ll be free
Bridges burned, bleeding skies
Lesson learned, access denied

Karma

Prof. Xandau
The Mind
Prof. Xandau
The Mind

Who are you?
Who am I?
Who are you?
Which one of me are you talking to?

The Mind

I will give up and surrender
cannot fight this anymore
Too much to remember
I’m wounded to the core

Prof. Xandau

On my own on my knees
Sacred throne and I’ll be free
Bridges burned, bleeding skies
Lesson learned, access denied

Karma

Prof. Xandau
The Mind
Prof. Xandau
The Mind

Who are you?
Who am I?
Who are you?
Which one of me are you talking to?

The Mind /
Demons

NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I

Demons

Madness, madness, all I wanna give is madness
Sadness, sadness, I laugh when they cry
Chaos, chaos, I live inside every chaos

Demons

Who are you? Who am I? Who are you?
Which one of me are you talking to?
Who are you? Who am I?
Which one of me can you deny?

Prof. Xandau
Demons
Prof. Xandau
Demons
Karma
Demons
Karma
Demons

On my own on my knees
...no prayers can be heard...
Sacred throne and I’ll be free
...into which one of your worlds...?
Bridges burned bleeding skies
...do you trust your instincts...?
Lesson learned, access denied
...hell awaits, your time will come...

The Mind

Who am I?
Who are you?
Who am I?
Which one of me can you deny?

The Mind /
Demons

NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I
NMe - Myself & I

Chapter IV – Intuitive Dielemma…
- Through The Eyes of a Child Prof. Xandaus
Dielemma

It’s so temporary
like an elder fairytale of life
Sudden momentary
like the stationary blink of an eye

Karma

A silent whisper with an calm inner voice
The chosen one delivers only one choice
I wish that I could see the world
Through The Eyes of Child
I wish that I could be the king
of the hill for a while
I wish that I could feel so free
to share a laugh and smile
I wish that I could see

Through The Eyes of Child
In my darkest hours
time will seek devour and kill the hope
The sun will shine behind it
not able to reach and find it,
whom only see the shadow of the rope
Karma

The minds in rage no longer in control
Walk a different stage where confusion
torments the soul
I wish that I could see the world
Through The Eyes of Child
I wish that I could be the king
of the hill for a while
I wish that I could feel so free
To share a laugh and smile
I wish that I could see
Through The Eyes of Child
−A

Room With Thousand Doors -

Prof. Xandaus
Intuition

Why am I bored to death?
I’ve got an itching feeling under my skin
I run the corridors of hate
I’ve got all the answers and I know everything

The Mind

"Ab

Karma

Let me in…let me in…
and I will reveal all of your sins
Let you out…let you out…
the time has come; the healing is about to begin

Denatus, Cor Lacuna, Primarius Somato Tempus
Ad Genesis, Endo Animus, Primarius Veritas Sensus..."

I’ve found the door; I’ve got the key,
let’s walk the stairs to infinity
The magic’s here, the demons are gone,
soon we´ll find out where we all belong…
The Mind

"Ab

Denatus, Cor Lacuna, Primarius Somato Tempus
Ad Genesis, Endo Animus, Primarius Veritas Sensus..."
I’ve found the door; I’ve got the key,
let’s unlock the rules of integrity
There are 1000 reasons to follow the track,
and too many seasons for the mind to crack…

Chapter V – A Purpose of Circumstance …- 00.00
Karma

- “I’m ReconstrucDead…it’s Freedom ahead”

- Silver Lining - 00.04
Significant
Mind
Conception

- Vanishing Rage - 01.15
Calling spirits to arise
abandoned with the echoes...echoes...
Falling under crimson skies
Let me bleed…
Let me heal…
Let me feel the evil...evil...
The rage is losing grip
(The Purpose...) Purpose of Circumstance
Break the chains from what’s behind
broken past will guide you...and hide you...
Let me see…
Let’s reveal…
Let me deal with evil…evil...
The mind is holding breath
(Vanishing...)Rage of Significance

- The Unexpected Grace - 02.25
Karma

- “Hello, are you Jesus Christ?”
- “Or just another innocent child

like me?”

- “Do you believe in love?”
- “Can you believe in God?”
“The image is now so crystal clear...
I will never cry no more tears....
I am afraid that the new world will stay
I´ll protect the new sunrise...
I will make this fear slowly die...”
- “Is this Good vs Evil?”
- “Is this a question about the human race?”
Demons

- “The question is to answer...”
- “Who am I?”
- “Who I am?”
- “I am...”
- “Yes, I am...”

Demons /
Prof. Xandau

The Human Race – Unexpected Grace
Vanishing Rage – Unbroken – Unspoken
The Human Race – Unexpected Grace
Vanishing Rage – Unbroken – Unspoken

Prof. Xandau

Possessions of our mind
will be lost forever...and ever...
Obsessions of our kind
Rise and shine…

The final sign…
Great divine discovered...
The rage is falling through
(The Answer) The Spiritual Surface
The grace is calling you
(The Answer) The Spiritual Surface

- Raging Waters Beneath The Spiritual Surface – 06.01

Chapter VI – Abandoned Echoes...
Karma

- “Wake up! You’re already dead…”

- Breathe (A Momentary Freedom) Demons

Closing time no energy
Leave in quiet serenity
I´ll be back to get what´s mine
when the scars are left behind
Nothing´s for real in your world anymore...living death
Something you feel when you walk out that door...final breath

The Mind

All the colours taking shape
Soul asleep but still awake
Like a dream within a dream
I´m reborn into this scene
I hear the sound of the silence reach in...breathing out
I’ve found the focus and balance within...reaching out

Prof. Xandau

Clear your head, just take your time and surrender…
Breathe in, Breathe out…
Take a pause, and a little break and remember…
Reach in, Reach out…
Breathe in, Breathe out…
Within, Without…
Breathe in, Breathe out...

Demons

Denial – You liar – Desire – You belong to me...
My trial - You liar – My fire – I´m your destiny...

- Mr. Make Believer Karma

What you see is not what it is…what it is
What you feel is just illusory bliss…illusory bliss
What you hear is always something else...

Demons
Karma

You Liar – You Liar...
What you fear is nothing but your inner self…

The Mind

What I am...
I’m a Believer, in you, in me, in the past…
What I am...

I’m a Believer, in truth, and I’m free at last...
Prof. Xandau

See what the meaning of life has become and nothing come undone...
Believe that the healing of time and for truth is worth the wait for you...or for me?

The Mind

Sanctuary wisdom
Momentary freedom
Get outside and close the door
join the calm within the storm

Prof. Xandau

The Mind

A new-found relief in my mind has appeared…going home
The ground of belief and my time has no fear…coming home

Prof. Xandau

Clear your head, just take your time and surrender…
Breathe in, Breathe out…
Take a pause, and a little break and remember…
Reach in, Reach out…
Breathe in, Breathe out…
Within, Without…
Breathe in, Breathe out...

Demons

Denial – You liar – Desire – You belong to me...
My trial - You liar – My fire...

Epilogue – The Imaginary End...
Prof. Xandau
Epilogue

…this is the end of an ancient time, the final chapter’s last rhyme
New days will dawn, old rages are gone…
The escape is a trapped freedom locked inside
Magical sceneries, spell- boundaries, the fantasy of the mystery
Turning the page, summon the rage…
And meet the moment of truth and history,
It’s a brand new beginning and…The End…

- Artificial Solitaire Deja Vu Karma/Demons

- “Lets finish what’s been started…”

